
AMI Strategies' technology expense management platform, temNOW™, leverages a 
combination of Artificial Intelligence and industry-leading partnerships to help companies 
streamline, manage, and optimize their utility invoices and contracts through three key 
tactics:

Our proprietary temNOW platform uses AI to upload, organize and audit all your utility 
invoices. From there, our team of analysts expertly handles the taxing work of evaluating 
rate plans and utilities complexities to ensure your business is on the optimal program for 
your organization. Our expert analysts will offer a road map on ways to increase the 
sustainability of your organization based on the data pulled from temNOW. We take the 
guesswork out of your utilities, delivering concrete results for increased efficiency and 
cost savings for your future.

• Finding and reducing billing errors
• Instituting the most favorable rate plans, and 
• Increasing sustainability by harnessing temNOW data

Utilities Savings With 
AMI Strategies

Also, because AMI is a woman-owned and operated business, companies 
that partner with us can apply the monies spent on AMI services towards 
diversity spend quotas. 



Throughout our 30-years in business, AMI has refined its TEM platform to include 
a variety of features designed to help companies maximize their utility spend.  
Here's a glimpse at how temNOW works to find and maximize savings on utility 
services:

How It Works

Step 1 Step 2

Upload
Once contracted, the AMI 
team will obtain LOAs to 

contact utility providers and 
get invoices for the past 12 

months. Then, our AI-powered 
engine automatically uploads 

the invoices into our temNOW 
system for review.  We also set 
up clients  for diversity spend 

benefits when applicable.

Audit
temNOW's SmartAudit feature 
conducts an automated, rapid 

audit of all uploaded utility 
invoices to identify errors, billing 
exceptions and potential over-
charges. temNOW also handles 

bill allocation and has an 
optional bill pay feature for 
more streamlined payments. 

Step 3

Optimize
Reviewing the data within 

temNOW, our expert analysts 
leverage their extensive know 

how and deep understanding of 
utility billing complexity to 

optimize the rate plans in both 
regulated and deregulated 

states. Best of all, this service is 
at no risk.

Step 4

Sustainability
Steps 1-3 give AMI full transparency 

into our client’s utilities
footprint. From here, our  industry 
expert partners can leverage the 

data provided by temNOW to start 
making strategic decisions/plans 

on everything from
carbon footprint reduction to 
green initiatives to e�ciency 

enhancements.
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